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Rope Boy By Dermis Gray. Pp 320. Illustrated with black and white photographs.
Gollancz, London, 1970. Price £2·50.

This is just the book we've been waiting for; not merely a climbing book, but
the life-story to date-not a very long life yet-of a typical Yorkshire boy who
was from an early age attracted by mountains and rocks and snow. He was only
able to afford hitch-hiking to go anywhere further afield than Ilkley or Almes
cliff to get his climbing, at which he evidently became very proficient. He
became a kind of hanger-on to the Rock and Ice Club, but for some years he
did not join it, as he tells us that he hated clubs. In fact, he mentions in the last
chapter that when he was thirteen he joined some lads who planned to blow
the top off the Napes Needle, perhaps because it is a kind of trade mark of the
Fell and Rock Climbing Club. Fortunately the lad who had the gelignite got
drunk at Wasdale and failed to contact the other members of the party. He later
relented from these views, and realised that the old-fashioned climbers 'were no
fools, and the tradition they established was sound'. So we can breathe again,
and enjoy this well-written and original book. The call of the rocks cannot be
silenced, and he shaped his whole life in order to get into it as varied and
widespread a climbing experience as possible. Rock-climbing had been for
him, as for so many of us, the starting-point of his mountaineering, and the
Chamonix Aiguilles and Dolomites its early continuation. But thanks to his
own enterprise and to the Mount Everest Foundation he managed in fifteen
years or so to get to Kulu and Gaurisankar, the Cordillera Blanca, the Yosemite,
the Tatra, and back to Kulu where the book finishes with an account of the
ascent of Mukar Beh. He ends with a chapter called 'Questions and Conclu
sions', in which he discusses regional clubs for climbers as compared with
national clubs, which he thinks 'could only work if the existing clubs surren
dered their sovereignty', a view which I cannot help criticising. There is room
for both kinds of clubs, and most of us in the Alpine Club are also members
of one or more of the regional ones. There is no divided loyalty in this
position; as in other matters, the 'establishment' has its uses, but needs the
local and more specialised groups or organisations, perhaps more than some
of us realise. This book is mainly written from the point of view of the highly
skilled rock climber, who has been greatly helped by the establishment in the
shape of the M.E.F. and who writes so graphically that we can accompany
him, not merely follow him, in all his adventures. Personally I greatly enjoyed
reading of climbs that I knew, and of climbs that I have often longed to go to,
and of a standard of climbing which I never attained or could have attained.
But the greatest joy was meeting such a jolly and attractive set of fellows,
and sharing their company and their experiences. T. Howard Somervell
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Annapurna South face By Chris Bonington. Pp 324. Illustrated with 48 pages of
colour photographs. Cassells, London, 1971. Price £3·25.

There have been many books written on climbing in the Himalaya in recent
years, possibly a few too many, but this is a story of a climb with a difference.
The expedition to Annapurna I followed a bold line up the South face which
involved very severe ice and rock climbing at high altitude. The latest equip
ment and techniques were used to the full. It is a terrible shame that this
successful expedition was marred by a tragic accident at the very end of the
descent when lan Clough was killed. Everyone that goes to the high moun
tains is exposed to a degree of risk, but it is very bad luck when one happens
to be in the wrong place at the wrong time.•

Chris Bonington the leader of the expedition is no stranger as an author and
he was also no stranger to the Himalaya. He had been on two previous expedi
tions both of which were successful. In 1960 he reached the summit of
Annapurna II and then a year later climbed Nuptse. He had therefore consider
able experience to his credit of high altitude climbing, both with and without
oxygen. During the 1960 expedition he had a preview of the South face, albeit
from a fair distance.

This is a book written essentially by a mountaineer for mountaineers. It is an
important work as it is the official account of the first major British face climb
on a 8000'er (metres). The lay reader may consider the account of the climb
uneventful, but this is frequently the case when a great deal of thought has been
given to the detailed planning. Every sport has its own jargon and climbing has
never been an exception. Modern aids, however, have introduced a lot of new
terms, and the author has taken great pains to explain the jargon as well as to
provide a glossary.

The members of the team are introduced, and Bonington stresses his doubts
about his capabilities as the leader of this group of highly experienced indivi
dualists. He used the old technique of managing by example. Only his efforts
as a high altitude porter, supporting Whillans and Haston outfront, made the
final push to the summit possible.

While it may be difficult for some people, the older generation in particular,
to conceive the motivation for undertaking the climb, Bonington goes to great
pains to explain his own thoughts. On the last page he writes: 'Our ascent of
Annapurna was a break-through into a new dimension of Himalayan climbing
on the great walls of the highest mountains in the world-this represents the
start of an era not the end' ,-this surely sums it up. The expedition had the
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distinction of being sponsored by the M.E.F. The reward, in terms of increased
knowledge of the area, seems to be practically non-existent. If this is the new
era one hopes that the old one will continue long enough to see the blanks on
the maps filled, and the virgin peaks climbed. When looking at the timetable
of the expedition it was hardly a new era, in fact just like any other major
expedition in the past. Seven months were spent selecting the team followed
by nine months of preparation and then three months on the expedition.

However, even this timetable did not prevent baggage problems. To have no
alternative but to rely on the old State of Kerala, which has let the reviewer
down on more than one occasion, was asking for trouble. Actually this chapter
just managed to finish happily-thanks to A.M.A. If aircraft are not going to
be used then there is always the alternative of a good road-most of the way.

The British TV public have in recent years had ring-side seats for some remark
able rock climbing, but these have been one day shows. To have a TV team
with a Himalayan expedition was a new venture. It certainly eased the financial
aspect of the trip, and enabled many people to learn more of the difficulties
and to enjoy the superb scenery.

The forty-eight pages of coloured illustrations are of a high standard, and do
credit to the wide range of photographic equipment that was taken. With the
backdrop of Machapuchare, and the Annapurna horse-shoe on the wings, it
must have been a photographer's paradise. What is missing, and the reviewer
considers it a major omission, is a diagram giving the route up the face. The
sketch map covers the route in plan view and enables the reader to get a clear
picture of the geography, which makes the reading more enjoyable. The route
could have been marked on one or two of the face photographs which would
have been a good second best.

The return of the Yeti will thrill its supporters around the world. Don
Whillans's account and photograph will no doubt encourage further Yeti hunt
ing expeditions to the sanctuary. A great pity that it was not seen on-television.

The story of the climb is told in great detail, full of understatements, and one
has to read between the lines to appreciate the difficu,lties and hardships that
the climbers had to endure. Most major routes are forced up a mountain by a
series of expeditions, each climbing on the shoulders of the one before, reaping
the benefit of earlier mistakes. This was an all-out siege on the face with ample
resources of material but only moderate resources of men. The leader never
underestimated the opposition, yet was determined to make the climb go and
reach the summit. Mistakes in route finding were surprisingly few and very
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soon corrected. The struggle to establish Camp 4 and the two higher ones
makes fascinating reading. The weather did its utmost to prevent the climb,
and at times one feels that many a team would have abandoned the attempt.

Communications were kept going ail -along the route by radio and the use of
HF radio to contact Pokhara. They were also in contact via Pokhara with the
A.M.A. expedition on the other side of the mountain.

With the base camp easily accessible from the trekking highways of Nepal,
several visitors turned up which is a novel feature for Himalayan expeditions.
Some were pressed into service, and two of them played an important role as
H.A. porters. If this practice develops it may lead to complaints from the
Sherpas union. The ability of the hill folk of the Himalaya to learn new tech
niques rapidly, and to trust their instructors implicitly, has been a pleasant
surprise to many an expedition. Howard-Bury was duly impressed on Everest
in 1921. Now we read of the Sherpas learning the art of free climbing involving
the use of jumars, etc.-a creditable performance both by Sherpas and
instructors.

The ninety odd pages of appendices contain details and records of the equip
ment, food, radio, photographic and medical aspects of the expedition. The
authors of the various sections include constructive criticism of their data and
provide suggestions for the future, all this information wiIl be of immense value
to any future expedition preparing to tackle a similar type of climb.

A few statistics are included, covering personal achievements, which give an
insight into the stamina and determination of the members. For example
Haston spent twenty-two days on the leading rope, and in all thirty-three days
above Camp 3 at 6000 m, whilst Dave Lambert, the expedition doctor, acted
as H.A. porter for twenty-nine days.

The equipment is dealt with very thoroughly, each item is listed along with the
manufacturer's name and supplemented with notes and comments. Equipment
tried out included snow anchors and the Whillans Box; these are passed as
great successes, but once again, efforts to use a light winch system proved
abortive.

The pros and cons of oxygen are dealt with briefly, and in his summing up
Bonington rejects its use except for emergencies and medical. It is recognised
that this was hardly a fair test as it was only used on three occasions to aid
movement. It would be interesting to know if the use of oxygen could have
speeded up the whole climb, thus reducing the gross time on the mountain.
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There is always the fear of late winter snow and an early monsoon limiting the
climbing period. The development of better and lighter oxygen equipment
could easily change current views. The author makes it quite clear that every
one had been on the face too long, and on the basis that one climbs for pleasure,
any way of reducing the total time on a major climb would be very worthwhile.

The experiments carried out with H.A. food met with only limited success.
ot to have enough tea, which is grown in Nepal, and yet have all the luxuries

that a super-market could provide on the menu, seems to be an astonishing state
of affairs.

Finally, as the reviewer has only seen an unbound proof copy of this book he
feels unjustified in commenting on the errors. It is hoped that the several
mis-spellings will be corrected. Chris Bonington and the publishers are to be
congratulated on presenting the book so quickly. It is indeed a pleasant but rare
occurrence for the Journal to have the leader's article and the book review in
the same issue. R. Lawford

Sylvain Saudan. Skieur de L'impossible By Paul Dreyfus. Pp 219. Illustrated with
black and white photographs. Arthaud, Paris, 1970. French Text. Unpriced.

This is the story of Sylvain Saudan's remarkable ski descents of alpine snow and
ice climbs over the last few years, including the Spencer, Whymper, Gervasutti
and Marinelli Couloirs (A.J. 74349 and 75 33), the _Torth-west face of the
Aiguille de Bionnassay and the South-west face of the Eiger. As such it is an
account of one man's extraordinary dedication, courage and sheer technical
ability to overcome what must have been ski-mountaineering difficulties of the
very first order. It is certainly worth reading and re-reading as a story bordering
on the limits of human experience and must be a major landmark in the
development of ski-mountaineering.

Nevertheless, at the end, the book leaves much unresolved, both about Saudan
himself and about the significance of his undoubtedly great achievements.

Part of the lack of insight into Saudan's approach and character doubtless
stems from the fact that the book is written at one remove-abou t him rather
than by him. Quotations from conversations with him, extensive though they
are, can hardly give quite the same understanding of the man as one would get
from his own substantive writing.
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As regards the significance of his achievements, this is made the more difficult
to assess by the absence of any historical perspective, apart from a brief
reference to various unsuccessful earlier attempts to descend the Spencer
Couloir; an introduction on the lines of that in Kurt Lapuch's article in A.J. 75
3 I would have enabled the reader to see the position more clearly in relation
to parallel experience elsewhere, especially in the Eastern Alps where extreme
ski-ing goes back at least to 1933. It is also necessary to distinguish in Saudan's
case between the difficulties inevitably inherent in such extremely steep and
exposed terrain on the one hand, and the fact that all his descents were done solo
(with a support party only on the summit) on the other. On this latter, Saudan
differs from others such as Lapuch and Oberegger who have tackled extreme ski
descents (including the Marinelli Couloir) in the more traditional mountain
eering way, as a pair, and using the rope jointly where appropriate. Moreover,
apart from going alone, he has also adopted a purity of technique which is
not common even in solo climbing: his accounts of ski-ing across bergschrunds
(e.g. on the descent of the Aiguille de Bionnassay) or dangerous ice patches
(e.g. on the Eiger) without any protection whatsoever, despite the severe risks
involved, make one wonder whether he could not have done something to make
it safer, by for example using ice pegs or screws over the short distances
involved: both Bonatti on his solo ascent of the South-west Pillar of the Dru
and Robbins on his of Muir Wall derived some protection from the rope
threaded through pitons. It would certainly have been illuminating to have
had some discussion as to the reasons for this extreme purity of approach, given
that it must have been adopted intentionally and at variance with normal
mountaineering practice.

As regards equipment, it may be of interest that Saudan uses standard items,
including 2IO-cm skis, competition bindings (set not over-tightly), plastic
boots and armpit-length sticks. A good deal is made of the need to avoid
carrying spare gear of any kind on the grounds that this might upset his
balance; he also takes neither anorak nor hat on his descents-and perhaps
understandably got very cold on the Eiger in consequence.

Although there is a valuable chapter on the case for a universal ski-technique
the book gives little information on the variety of techniques used by Saudan
in such extremely steep situations; nor on the preferred conditions of snow.
Some action close-ups would have been highly interesting and useful, even if
only taken on practice slopes; from some of the long-range photos of his tracks
it appears that he uses jump parallel turns, but it is not clear whether these are
used exclusively or not, or at what speed. In the chapter on the universal ski
technique, however, he emphasises the importance of parallel ski-ing generally
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in difficult snow, unlike Bonatti who in A Mes 1Vlontagnes said that the stem turn
was preferable on his traverse of the Alps.

Despite these unanswered questions we must be grateful to Dreyfus for produc
ing so quickly such an interesting account of a fundamental development in
ski-mountaineering; and it only remains to wish Sylvain Saudan himself well
for his further proposed descents ranging from the Italian side of Mont Blanc
to the Andes and the Himalaya. A. Blackshaw

Glace, Neige et Roe By Gaston Rebuffat. Pp 192. French Text. 180 lllustrations in
colour and black and white. Hachette, Paris, 1970. Price NF 25.

Gaston Rebuffat opens with an account of his boyhood dream of becoming a
mountaineer and throughout the book his love of mountains comes continually
to the fore although it is in fact a text-book. After an introductory section on the
choice of equipment there are, as one might expect, three separate sections
dealing with technique on ice, snow and rock, and a very comprehensive
chapter on belays and safety in general. Rebuffat constantly stresses the import
ance of mental as well as physical fitness in addition to the need for competent
technique, and there is a useful chapter on objective and subjective dangers.

The illustrations are superbly chosen, not only to illustrate the text, but also
delight the eye. It seems ungracious to have to remark that some of them have
been previously published.

This is not a great contribution to alpine literature but it is not meant to be.
On the other hand, anyone who wants a beautifully illustrated and rather
technical book about alpine climbing would be hard put to find anything better.

J. J. Burnet

The Ulysses Factor-The exploring instinct in Man By J. R. L. Anderson. Pp 352.
l11ustrated with black and white photographs. Hodder and Stoughton, London, 1970.
Price £2·50.

The subtitle of Mr Anderson's book is 'The Exploring Instinct in Man'. This is
somewhat misleading for the major part of the book is devoted to an examina
tion of the motivating forces which drove men and women like Heyerdahl,
Shipton, Tilman, Chichester, Ridgway, Sheila Scott and others of their ilk to
carry out their exploits. It is with apparently pointless, highly individualistic
deeds in small boats and aeroplanes, and, to a lesser extent, with climbing
mountains that this book is chiefly concerned.

20
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These activities Mr Anderson sees as the survival of the same factor which
drove his type figure, Ulysses. Having analysed Homer's hero, the author wades
into some highly controversial evidence in hot pursuit of his theme, recognising
Ulysses figures from Abraham to Captain Cook. After a brief discussion of the
factor in war and in cosmonauts (who are too much part of a great collective
effort to be true representatives of the individualistic Ulysses urge) he embarks
for nearly 250 pages on the modern expression of the factor. Although there are
two chapters on nationalism, the problems of sponsorship and public reaction,
most of this is made up of case studies.

This is an interesting book in some ways, partly because Mr Anderson has had
experience of the Ulysses factor at first hand; but the reviewer doubts whether
many will want to read it from cover to cover. John Wilkinson

Les Alpes. Selection du Reader's Digest Pp 307. French Text. Illustrated with
colour and black and white photographs. Paris, 1969. Unpriced.

The Alps in Colour Photography by Robert Lobi, Text by Hugh Merrick. Pp 235.
108 colour plates. Constable, Oct. 1970, London. Price £5.

Alps By Yoshikazu-Shirakawa. 68 colour plates, the majority double-page. Text
Japanese. Kodansha Bunk yo-ku, Tokyo, 1969. Unpriced.

One book with pictures and two picture books; all three portray the European
Alps. The former (Les Alpes, French) essentially an anthology of Alpine topics,
is compiled from the pens of various eminent Alpine writers, e.g. Rebuffat,
Fraser, Frison-Roche, Franco and Geiger. Very little of the main work is
original. The quality of the pictures is good without being outstanding. There
is a glossary and 'brief encyclopaedia' at the back, compiled in the manner of a
colour supplement to a Sunday newspaper.

The Alps in Colour is a book designed to whet rather than to satisfy the gourmet
appetite of the armchair mountaineer. In a critical introduction to the superb
photographs by Robert LobI, Hugh Merrick remarks that the omission of certain
well known and loved views 'cannot but leave one with a sense of deprivation'.
Your reviewer respectfully disagrees. This is a work to be perused not for the
echoes it sounds in the memory but for the 'matter whole' which can be seen
through the lens and inner eye of one man. The explanatory text accompanying
each plate is more informative.

The second picture-book (Alps, Japanese) is a large, richly produced and almost
savage, work of contrasts. Your reviewer excuses his inability to follow the text
by observing that there is very little of it. LobI's relationship with the Alps
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savours of affection (Hugh Merrick's word) but Yoshikazu-Shirakawa's is
one of fascinated awe-if his photographs may be allowed to speak for them
selves. While the quality of reproduction is excellent, the choice of subject is
in places hackneyed-for instance a skier jumping over a background of the

latterhorn. The majority of the pictures were taken at dawn or dusk and it is
the treatment of contrasts of light which is the outstanding characteristic
of this work. Michael Baker

Climbing and Walking in South-East England By Edward C. Pyatt. Pp 173. Illus
trated with black and white photographs. David- and Charles, Newton Abbot, 1970.
Price £2·10.

This is a book in vintage Pyatt tradition; though the main emphasis is on
walking, as might be expected. The descriptions of climbing serve mainly to
point out the obvious-that the climbing possibilities are severely limited,
although a photograph of the late Tom Patey climbing at Beachy Head provides
food for thought. The history of climbing in the area, which Mr Pyatt has
covered as thoroughly as usual, will be of interest to both specialists and
general readers.

The keen walker living in London is well catered for. Most of the better walks,
e.g. from Butser Hill to Eastbourne by way of a prehistoric trackway along the
top of the South Downs (a multi-day expedition) are described, and here the
book comes into its own. The points of interest on such walks are well described,
and the geology and potted histories are eminently readable. For the outdoor
man living in the South-East this book will provide a source of armchair
entertainment, enabling him to look back on past expeditions and to plan new
ones. 1 or would it be out of place in the pocket of a walker making his acquain
tance with the area. For the climber, alas, even Mr Pyatt cannot make up the
deficiencies of this annoyingly crag-free part of the country.

Keith Cartwright

Two and Two Halves to Bhutan By Peter Steele. Pp 191. Illustrated with black and
white photographs. Hodder and Stoughton, London, 1970. Price £2'10.

With so many expedition books and accounts of hard men doing feats of ever
increasing difficulty in ever worsening conditions, it is refreshing to read of a
traditional trek across wild country; but Peter Steele broke with tradition by
taking with him on his journey a wife and two children under four. The book
gives an account of a five-month journey across the breadth of Bhutan with
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gaps and excursions en route to carry out medical research, to hold clinics, to
give help to people with virtually no medical care and to explore and climb in
an area only a hundred miles from Lhasa with a multitude of unclimbed peaks
up to 7000 m.

One gets the impression that Peter Steele is being too modest about the results
of his medical research. To get even half of the several hundred blood samples
from the middle of Bhutan through India to England in a state where they could
be usefully examined sounds like a masterpiece of organisation. While his
sponsors may be sceptical about crates of blood samples falling down moun
tainsides, he can take comfort from the fact that I had similar problems in
explaining to a rum supplier why we could describe only the smell and not the
taste of his product. In describing his clinical work one senses the despair of the
doctor in such situations-never being in one place long enough to make a real
impact on chronic medical problems.

Beyond this, the book brings home the enormous pity that access to Tibet is still
impossible. Also while the exploration of such border areas is obviously more
exciting without detailed maps, it remains a pity that the very excellent large
scale maps which have been prepared by aerial reconnaissance must stay locked
up in military archives.

Above all, Mr Steele transmits the message of the pure pleasure of returning,
even temporarily, to the simple life. John Cole

Cambridge Nightclimbing By Hederatus. Pp 95. Illustrated with black and white
photographs. Chatto, London, 1970. Price £1·75.

It is unfortunate that night climbing has to be treated with such a degree of
secrecy that little of significance has been documented for over twenty-five
years. This book is a long overdue sequel to the 1937 classic, The Night Climbers
ofCambridge by Whipplesnaith. In many ways the two books are similar, both
being written in a style demanded by a subject not quite within the bounds of
legality.

Hederatus has succeeded in avoiding excessive duplication of Whipplesnaith,
whilst producing a very readable book which is complete in its own right. The
story follows the activities of a small group of night climbers, from repeating
the older climbs to the search for and the conquest of new and much harder
routes.
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From a night climber's point of view the finest and most aesthetically pleasing
climbs are to be found on the chapels of King's and St. John's. A chapter is
devoted to each and the adventures of Hederatus and his friends fully illustrate
the excitement of brushes with authority and the challenge of climbing to a
high standard without visual or audible communications. In this section the
final audacious triumph is the erection of the 'Peace in Vietnam' banner on
the summit of King's College Chapel. The means by which this was removed,
and by whom, provides a classic ending to the story.

New routes are described in a further two chapters. Some of these are un
doubtedly hard and so bring night climbing back into touch with modern
climbing standards. These routes and the book as a whole are illustrated by an
excellent series of action photographs, which are remarkable considering the
circumstances under which they had to be taken.

One of the fascinations of night climbing is the constant threat of authoritative
retribution. Two of the central figures in the present volume were sent down
from Cambridge for their nocturnal activities. Ironically they were appre
hended whilst engaged on the last great problem, the direct route up the Senate
House, the ascent of which is probably their finest achievement.

Brian Chase

Shorter Notices Michael Baker

Cumberland Heritage By Molly Lefebure. Pp 272. Illustrated with black and white
photographs. Gollancz, London, 1970. Price £2,25.

With a series of vignettes the author has recreated something of the feel of the
past in the County of Cumberland. Her topics include a study of the Wadd
(graphite) mines on Seatoller fell in Borrowdale, a closely-observed walking
tour of Coleridge and a fascinating essay on John Peel and the Blencathra.
Although its subject matter is hardly of direct relevance to the Alpine Journal
this book deserves a reference as a reminder of the wealth of antiquarian
information and lore which is secreted in the Lakeland hills and dales. It is
both scholarly and well-written.

La Montagne et L'Homme By Georges Sonnier. Pp 328. French Text. Illustrated
with 42 photographs. Paperback. Editions Albin Michel, Paris, 1970. Price NF 39·00.

'Ceci n'est pas un ouvrage d'erudition; mais seulement de refiexion.' In the
manner of these words with which he opens his book M. Sonnier traces the
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relationship of man and mountains from the Book of Genesis to the present day.
En route he touches upon Xenophon, Hannibal, Petrarch, Cortez, Leonardo da
Vinci together with most of the famous mountaineering names of the past
300 years. If the author devotes a disproportionate amount of space to his own
favourite mountain, the Meije, he may be excused. This is a personal book, and
an enjoyable one.

And not to Yield By James Ramsey Ullman. Pp 244. Collins, London, 1970. Price
£1'75.

In a long and discursive novel Mr Ullman'traces the career (if such be the
right word) of an American, Rick Venn, against the backcloth of an invented
Himalayan peak-Dera Zor. The book has neither hero nor romance, humour
nor beauty; the dialogue is appalling. In places it aspires to the sentimental.
The climbing is accurately described.

La Montagne By Jean Claude Fontanet. Pp 264. French text. La Table Ronde, Paris,
1970. Price NF 15·00.

This, the fourth book from the Swiss novelist is the story of a young man who,
despite physical handicaps, dreams of climbing the Weisshorn and other peaks.
Success or failure is immaterial; what counts is the attempt. There is a strong
psychological underlay throughout.

Gurja Himal 1969 Edited by Yoshimi Takushi. Pp 168. Text largely Japanese. Well
illustrated with black and white and colour plates and a map. No Price

Although preponderantly in Japanese this lengthy report contains a short
chapter in English by Yoshimi Yakushi, the expedition leader. The ascent of
Gurja Himal (Dhaulashri) was made by T. Saeki and Lhakpa Tenzing on
I November 1969 via the Kaphe Glacier and the West Shoulder. The photo
graphs (60 odd) may repay study.

Reconnaissance on an Educational Frontier By Robin Hodgkin. Pp 108. Illustrated
with diagrams. Paperback. Oxford University Press, 1970.

This short work is concerned with the processes through which a mind goes
when on the frontiers of its knowledge, and experience. The author draws (inter
alia) on mountaineering and rock climbing to analyse and illustrate his thesis.
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Guide des Plantes Sauvages. Selection du Reader's Digest. Pp 64. Text French.
Illustrated with colour photographs. Paperback. Paris, 1969. Price NF 5·00.

In this modest but well-illustrated catalogue are treated flowering and non
flowering wild plants. The subject-matter is considered environmentally,
examples of categories being Seaside, Marshland, Forest and Mountains. The
work will serve well as a brief introduction of world of plants to the layman.

Mountaineering. From Hill Walking to Alpine Climbing By Alan Blackshaw.
A Penguin handbook. Pp 552. 3rd edition. Revised. 175 photographic and line illustra
tions and 4 maps. Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1970. Price £1·25.

The best current work on all aspects of mountaineering has received its second
revision in five years. The two chapters entitled 'Where to walk and climb in
Britain' (13) and in the Alps (14) and the appendices dealing with mountain
eering and other organisations in Britain and Europe have been altered so as to
mirror recent developments. Deadmen and Snow-flakes are made the subject
of an addendum. 'Blackshaw on Mountaineering' is well abreast of the times.

Im Extremen Fels By Waiter Pause. German Text. Illustrated with sketch maps and
photographs. Landwirtschafts, Munich, 1970. Price DM 28.

One hundred of the best hard climbs in the Alps (between Grade V and VI)
are described. The book includes the Walker Spur (Grandes Jorasses), the
Brown-Whillans route (Aiguille de Blaitiere), The Brandler-Hasse route
(Cima Grande), the Solleder route (Civetta) and many others, less familiar to
the British climber. Each climb is illustrated with a sketch map and photo
graphs.

L'Enigma Delle Valanghe By Colin Fraser. Text Italian. Pp 236. Illustrated with
black and white photographs. Zanichelli, Bologna, 1970.

,Avalanche Enigma' has now been translated and reproduced in a new format
for the Italian reader.

Tra Zero e Ottomila By Kurt Diemberger. Italian Text. Pp 428. Illustrated with 142
photographs. Zanichelli, Bologna, 1970. Price 6,800 lire.

The well-known Austrian recounts his experiences in Europe, Africa, Asia and
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Greenland. When these memoirs are translated into English they will be fully
reviewed in the AlpineJournal.

A letter to the Editor

The Editor,

Alpine Journal.

Dear Sir,

Tucked in at the end of the last number's Book Reviews and bracketed with a
French tale for younger children was Alastair Borthwick's Always a Little
Further; a book which the reviewer says returns 'by popular acclaim'. Hardly
meritorious reviewing if this is so. It is worth better from the AlpineJournal.

It is a light hearted romp of a book as no other is, unique really both as climbing
and social history. (Affluent youth today does not know what it misses!) It is
certainly not a children's book. On re-reading it, the freshness is still there,
odd references may be dated but the doings are as fresh as snow.

'But who are you in rags and rotten shoes,
You dirty-bearded, blocking up the way?'

It is interesting to see it mentioned in Dennis Gray's Rope Boy (p 40) 'This
was OUR book.... they had managed to escape to the mountains.... We saw
ourselves as their modern counterparts and understood the veiled message that
if you wanted to climb and explore all you really needed was the will.'

North of the Border it is even more influential. I have been offered £5 for my
old copy and it is one of the few books I never lend. So to have it available again
for £1 is a treat indeed. Perhaps in the rat-race that gnaws even at this activity
we could do with a reminder of the lusty enjoyment of the gangrels so well
described in Borthwick's classic-where, as he warns, 'no character is fictitious'.

It may be a lightweight account, but it deals with the most basic things of why
we climb.

Yours sincerely,

HAMISH M. BROW
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